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Abstract Planetary gear train plays a significant role in a helicopter operation and its health is of

great importance for the flight safety of the helicopter. This paper investigates the effects of a planet

carrier plate crack on the dynamic characteristics of a planetary gear train, and thus finds an effec-

tive method to diagnose crack fault. A dynamic model is developed to analyze the torsional vibra-

tion of a planetary gear train with a cracked planet carrier plate. The model takes into consideration

nonlinear factors such as the time-varying meshing stiffness, gear backlash and viscous damping.

Investigation of the deformation of the cracked carrier plate under static stress is performed in

order to simulate the dynamic effects of the planet carrier crack on the angular displacement of car-

rier posts. Validation shows good accuracy of the developed dynamic model in predicting dynamic

characteristics of a planetary gear train. Fault features extracted from predictions of the model

reveal the correspondence between vibration characteristic and the conditions (length and position)

of a planet carrier crack clearly.
� 2016 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is

an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The planetary or epicyclic gear trains are widely used in

aeronautical and industrial applications, because of their
significant advantages including compact structure, self-
centering capability and high power density. They are usually
used at the final stages of helicopter main transmissions with

their output directly connected to the main rotor shafts, and
their reliability is of vital importance to helicopter operation.

In 2002, fatigue cracks were found in the planet carriers of

two helicopter main transmissions (UH-60A, 2400 Series).1

Cracks resulted in flight restrictions on a significant number
of US Army UH-60A helicopters and the corresponding

research on methods to diagnose this type of fault.2–4 Data
provided by maintenance technicians in China5 also showed
a high trend of similar failures in certain helicopters.
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Nomenclature

h Torsional angular displacement
_h Torsional angular velocity
€h Torsional angular acceleration
x Angular velocity
r Radius

d Diameter
a Center distance/amplitude
a Pitch circle pressure angle

am Meshing angle
mz Module of gear
x Linear displacement along the meshing line

X Relative linear displacement along the meshing
line

K Elastic engagement force
C Viscous damping force

T Torque/time period
m Mass
z Number of teeth

f Frequency
I Mass moment of inertia
i Gear ratio

t Time
B Half of backlash (clearance)
k Gear mesh stiffness

c Gear mesh damping coefficient
b Gear face width
e Integrated errors during engagement
l Crack fault condition coefficient

s Dimensionless time
e The tooth contact damping ratio
c Gear face contact ratio

k0 Stiffness of single tooth pair

Subscripts

s Sun gear
r Ring gear
i Planet gear index (i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5)
c Carrier plate

spi Gear pair of sun gear/planet gear pi
rpi Gear pair of ring gear/planet gear pi
pi ith planet gear

a Amplitude
b Base circle
e Equivalent value

D Dive
L Load
m With respect to meshing
sc Sun gear with respect to carrier plate

c On the unit tooth width
f Crack fault
0 Standard values used in the dimensionless process

s-c Sun gear rotation with respect to carrier
p-c Planet gear rotation with respect to carrier
pp Planet-pass

post 1 Post 1 on the carrier plate

Superscripts
_x Derivative with respect to time
€x The second derivative with respect to time
�x Dimensionless quantity
r In a transmission ratio, it means a stationary ring

gear

/0 Spacing angle of the planetary gear train,
/0 ¼ 2p=N
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Vibration is the key for diagnosis of cracks in the helicopter
transmission. Using the vibration signal for investigating the

cracked transmissions addresses two aspects.6–8 The first one
is the effects of cracks on the structural dynamic characteristics
such as natural frequencies and mode shape of damaged trans-

missions as a ‘‘direct problem’’ and the second one is how to
predict the location and size of the cracks from the measured
information of the damaged transmissions as an ‘‘inverse prob-

lem’’. The direct analysis of vibrating transmissions in the pres-
ence of carrier plate cracks is basic and necessary to solve the
inverse problem.

Over the years, a large number of researchers committed to

solve the ‘‘inverse problem” and focused on vibration signal
detection, acquisition, processing and analysis, searching for
effective ways of diagnosing the cracked planetary transmis-

sion.3,4,9–14 However, some results showed that the crack fault
was detectable in ideal test-cell conditions, but coupled signals
and noise from other rotating components can easily over-

shadow the effect of a cracked part, such as a cracked planet
carrier, under airborne conditions, thus leading to a failed
diagnosis.1,4

As to the ‘‘direct problem” of planetary gear train,

researchers paid much more attention to its solution and have
already obtained some significant results. McFadden and
Smith15 illustrated that different phases produced by the planet

gears may cause asymmetry of the modulation sidebands
about the tooth meshing frequency in planetary gear vibration.
T. Sun et al.16,17 established a torsional-lateral nonlinear vibra-

tion model and obtained the frequency response characteristics
of a planetary gear train. Furthermore, Z. M. Sun et al.18

investigated the influence of the parametric excitations on

the dynamic responses and dynamic gear tooth loads, and pro-
posed some useful suggestions on design and manufacture of
planetary gear train. Alshyyab and Kahraman19 proposed a
discrete nonlinear torsional vibration model of a single-stage

planetary train and investigated the influence of key gear
design parameters on dynamic response. However, these stud-
ies are all based on the fault-free planetary gear train, although

they proposed models including the time-varying meshing stiff-
ness, clearance (backlash) nonlinearities as well as run-out
errors, and analyzed the stability, bifurcation and chaos in

planetary gear train vibration. Yuksel and Kahraman20

employed a computational model of a planetary gear train to
study the influence of surface wear on the dynamic behavior
and indicated that surface wear had a significant influence on

off-resonance speed ranges while its influence diminishes near
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resonance peaks primarily due to tooth separations. Lei et al.13

proposed two diagnostic parameters (the root mean square of
the filtered signal (FRMS) and the normalized summation of

positive amplitudes of the difference spectrum between the
unknown signal and the healthy signal (NSDS)) based on the
examination of the vibration characteristics in both time and

frequency domains, for detecting and diagnosing tooth faults
of planetary gearboxes. Cheng et al.21 presented a physics-
based model for the purpose of detecting sun gear tooth

chipped damage in a 2K-H planetary gear train. Feng and
Zuo22 modeled the vibration signals of planetary gearboxes
with gear damage, considering the amplitude modulation
and frequency modulation (AMFM) effects induced by gear

damage and time-varying conditions, as well as the effect of
vibration transfer paths, then validated it with both experi-
mental and industrial signals. Liang et al.23 developed a crack

propagation model and quantified the mesh stiffness reduction
when a crack occurs in the sun gear or the planet gear. They
also developed a planetary gear dynamic model to simulate

the vibration signals of each gear and proposed a mathemati-
cal model to represent the effect of the transmission path
aimed at detecting a cracked tooth in the sun gear.24 These

studies focus on the in-depth research on the effects of dam-
aged gear tooth on the gear train dynamic characteristics.
However studies on the influence of cracked planet carrier
plate on a planetary gear train have been rarely reported.

Patrick-Aldaco25 developed a vibration signal model of the
planetary gear train with a cracked carrier plate but failed to
make the analysis to find its dynamic reasons, which will most

likely reveal the effects of a cracked carrier plate.
Nevertheless, we noticed the fundamental difference

between the dynamic characteristics of the two types of fault,

cracked tooth of gears and cracked planet carrier plate, in
the planetary gear train. The cracked gear tooth would be
almost ‘‘quiet” except when it meshes with the teeth of another

gear. However, the cracked carrier plate would be stimulated
to release its effects in every single gear teeth meshing, which
introduces many complex components into the planetary gear
train vibration signals.

This paper aims to investigate the effects of a cracked pla-
net carrier plate on the dynamic characteristics of a planetary
gear train and to find the fault features to detect the crack

fault. First, we propose a dynamic model to simulate the tor-
sional vibration of a planetary gear train with a cracked planet
carrier plate, considering nonlinear factors such as time-

varying meshing stiffness, gear backlash and viscous damping.
Fig. 1 Structure and schematic dia
Additional angular shift obtained from deformation analysis
under static stress is used to simulate the effects of a crack in
the carrier plate. Then we validate the dynamic model with

predictions of a multi-term harmonic balance method
(MHBM) and a computational deformable-body model
(CDM) and demonstrate its accuracy in predicting the

dynamic characteristics of the gear train. Solving the differen-
tial equations numerically, we obtain sufficient fault features
from amplitude variations of gears vibration, in both the time

and frequency domains, which can be used to diagnose a car-
rier plate crack fault.

2. Model of planetary gear train

2.1. Torsional vibration model

The planetary gear train of a helicopter main transmission
considered in this paper has a typical 2K-H structure (accord-
ing to the Chinese classification), shown in Fig. 1. It consists of

4 types of key components, a sun gear (s), a stationary ring
gear (r), a planet carrier (c), and N planet gears (pi, i= 1, 2,
. . ., N). Each planet gear is assembled on the carrier through

a planet bearing (not visible in Fig. 1). Planet gears are free
to rotate with respect to their mounting posts on the carrier,
respectively. Each gear here is the involute spur gear.

The dynamic model of this system (shown in Fig. 2)
employs a number of simplifying assumptions:

(1) The vibrations of the system are measured at a fixed
point on the ring gear.

(2) Each gear body is assumed to be rigid and the flexibili-
ties of the gear teeth at each gear mesh interface are

modeled by a spring which has periodically time-
varying stiffness acting along the gear line of action.

(3) Each gear and the planet carrier are assumed to move in

the direction of torsion only (marked with the torsional
angular displacement h) and are not affected by axial
forces.

(4) Viscous gear mesh damping elements are introduced to
represent energy dissipation at the gear mesh.

(5) Gears and carrier are assumed to be free of any eccen-
tricities or roundness errors.

(6) Planet gears are equally spaced along the circumference
of the planet carrier and each planet gear has consistent
kinetic parameters with others with fault free.
gram of a planetary gear train.



Fig. 2 Dynamic model of a planetary gear train.

Table 1 Key frequencies of planetary gear train.

Component Frequency (Hz)

Sun gear rotation fs ¼ ns=60

Carrier plate rotation fc ¼ nc=60 ¼ fs=i
r
sc

Sun gear rotation (with respect to carrier) fs�c ¼ fs � fc
Planet gear rotation (with respect to carrier) fp�c ¼ fs�c=isp
Planet-pass fpp ¼ Nfc
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In Fig. 2, the gear body j (j ¼ s; r; p1; p2; � � � ; pN) is mod-

eled as a rigid disc with moment of inertia Ij, base radius rbj
and torsional angular displacement hj. Here hj is defined from

the nominal rotation of the gear. Planet gears are located at

radius rc along a circumference with an identical spacing angles
/0 (/0 ¼ 2p=N) between every two adjacent gears and are
marked by index i (i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N) in clockwise direction (top

view). Also, espiðtÞ and erpiðtÞ, which are applied along the line

of action, represent comprehensive meshing errors resulting

from gear manufacturing errors and assembling errors. Bspi

and Brpi represent the half of backlash in the sun/planet pair

and ring/planet (or planet/ring) pair, respectively. The coeffi-

cients kspiðtÞ and krpiðtÞ represent the time-varying meshing

stiffness based on the linear spring model in two gear pairs

(sun/plant and ring/plant) respectively, and, cspi and crpi are

the viscous damping effects.

External torque TD, in the direction of sun gear rotation, is
applied to the sun gear to represent input of the system, and
TL, in the opposite direction of carrier plate rotation, is applied

to the carrier plate to represent output.
2.1.1. Transmission ratio

In this paper, irsc is defined as the transmission ratio of the sin-

gle stage planetary gear train with a stationary ring gear, an

input sun gear and an output carrier plate. The transmission
ratio of sun gear rotational speed ns (r/min) and carrier plate
rotational speed nc (r/min) can be defined as

irsc ¼
ns
nc

¼ zs þ zr
zs

ð1Þ

where zs is the sun gear teeth number and zr the ring gear teeth
number. The parameter isp is defined as the gear ratio of sun

gear and planet gear,

isp ¼ ns
np

¼ zp
zs

ð2Þ

where np is the planet gear rotation speed (r/min) and zp the

number of planet gear teeth.
2.1.2. Characteristic frequencies

The vibration of the planetary gear train is different from that
of a fixed-axis gear train. As the planet carrier rotates, the

sun/planet and ring/planet meshing points move all the time
with respect to any vibration transducer mounted on the trans-
mission housing. The vibration transmission paths conse-

quently vary with respect to time.
In a single stage planetary gear train with a stationary ring

gear, the two key gear pairs, sun/planet and ring/planet, have

an identical meshing frequency, that equals the product of pla-
net carrier rotating frequency fc (Hz) and the number of ring
gear teeth zr, which reads

fm ¼ fczr ð3Þ
The meshing angular velocity can be denoted as

xm ¼ 2pfm ð4Þ
Other key frequencies are listed in Table 1

2.2. Derivation of equations of motion

Based on the Lagrange method (LM)26, the equations of
motion of the 2 + N degree freedom nonlinear dynamic model
shown in Fig. 2 are as follows:

Is€hsþ rbs
XN
i¼1

cspi _xspiþ rbs
XN
i¼1

kspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞ¼TD

Ip€hpi�cþ rbpðcrpi _xrpi� cspi _xspiÞþ rbp½krpiðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞ
�kspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞ� ¼ 0

Icp€hc�
XN
i¼1

ðcspi _xspirbsþ crpi _xrpirbr cosaÞ

�
XN
i¼1

½kspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞrbsþkrpiðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞrbr cosa� ¼�TL

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ
where i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N, and Is, Ip, and Ic are the equivalent

moment of inertia of components and Icp the equivalent

moment of inertia of the carrier assembly.

Is ¼ msr
2
bs

Ip ¼ mpr
2
bp

Ic ¼ mcr
2
c

Icp ¼ Ic þNIp þNmpr
2
c

8>>><
>>>:

ð6Þ

where hs and hc are the absolute rotation angles, and hpi�c is

the relative rotation angle of planet gear pi with respect to

the carrier.
The relative gear mesh linear displacements along the

action lines, xspi and xrpi, are defined as

xspi ¼ rbshs � rbshc � rbphpi�c � espiðtÞ
xrpi ¼ rbrhc � rbphpi�c � erpiðtÞ

(
ð7Þ
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where espiðtÞ and erpiðtÞ are the comprehensive meshing errors

of two gear pairs defined as

espiðtÞ ¼ Espi sinðxmtþ uspiÞ
erpiðtÞ ¼ Erpi sinðxmtþ urpiÞ

(
ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), xm is the meshing angular velocity of planetary
gear train, and Espi and Erpi are the amplitudes of the meshing

errors, respectively.

2.2.1. Time-varying meshing stiffness

The time-varying meshing stiffness kspiðtÞ and krpiðtÞ in Eq. (5)
are periodic parametric excitations in two gear pairs, respec-

tively. They have an identical angular frequency xm and can
be written in Fourier series form as
kspiðtÞ ¼ ksp þ 2kas
p

sinxmtþ 2kas
3p

sin 3xmtþ 2kas
5p

sin 5xmt i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N

krpiðtÞ ¼ krp þ 2kar
p

sinxmtþ 2kar
3p

sin 3xmtþ 2kar
5p

sin 5xmt i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;N

8>><
>>: ð9Þ
where ksp and krp are the average meshing stiffness, which are

defined as

ksp ¼ ð0:75cþ 0:25Þk0bs
krp ¼ ð0:75cþ 0:25Þk0br

(
ð10Þ

where b is gear face width, c gear face contact ratio, and k0

stiffness of single tooth pair.27 kas and kar are the stiffness

amplitudes, and are defined as

kas ¼ 0:5ksp

kar ¼ 0:5krp

(
ð11Þ
2.2.2. Nonlinear gear backlash function

The nonlinear gear backlash functions, fðxxpi;BspiÞ and
fðxrpi;BrpiÞ which are shown in Fig. 3, are defined as

fðx;BÞ ¼
x� B x > B

0 �B 6 x 6 B

xþ B x < �B

8><
>: ð12Þ

where B is a half backlash of a gear pair.
Fig. 3 Nonlinear gear backlash function.
2.2.3. Viscous damping coefficient

The viscous damping coefficients of engagement, cspi and crpi,

are defined as

cspi ¼ 2e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kspmsmpi

msþmpi

q
crpi ¼ 2e

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
krpmpi

p
8<
: ð13Þ

where e 2 ½0:03; 0:17� is the tooth contact damping ratio.28

3. Model of planet carrier crack

3.1. Planet carrier crack fault

Fig. 4 shows the two fatigue cracks found in the planet carriers
of two UH-60A helicopter main transmissions.1 Similar
faults were also found in a helicopter main transmission in
China5

The feature of planet carrier crack fault can be described as
follows:

(1) It is not a surface crack but a through-thickness crack in
the carrier plate.

(2) The cracks are initiated in the planet post-to-plate radius

on the side of forces.
(3) The cracks extend at both ends along the common tan-

gents of the post circle and the hub circle. Under the worst
circumstances, they may cause the hub-to-rim damages.

Fig. 5 illustrates a 145 mm crack in the planet carrier plate
of a helicopter main transmission. Table 2 shows crack-

free condition along with three other crack fault conditions
in the planet carrier plate and the crack length l is obtained
from the cracked carrier plates.

3.2. Deformation analysis under static stress

The carrier plate will respond to the action and reaction forces

with localized deflections whether the planetary gear train oper-
ates with or without crack faults. A crack on the root of a planet
gear mounting post of the planet carrier plate will reduce the
local stiffness of that post. Apparently this reduction in stiffness

will increase the deflection of the post when load is applied to
the carrier plate. In order to investigate the dynamic character-
istics of the cracked carrier plate under operational conditions,

a static stress simulation is carried out by ANSYS� (ANSYS,
Inc. Products 15.0). The conditions of static stress simulation
are listed in Table 3 and the results are shown in Fig. 6.

The angular shift of each planet gear post, under uncon-
strained deformation condition, is calculated from both the
forced and unforced conditions and highlighted in Fig. 7.

Table 4 shows the shift angles obtained through simula-

tions. Post mounting numbering is the same as the planet gear
index (clockwise, top view), and Post 1 is taken as the post
where the crack locates.



Fig. 4 UH-60A planet carrier: 82 and 250 mm cracks1 (Courtesy of ELSEVIER).

Fig. 5 145 mm crack in a planet carrier plate.

Table 2 Conditions of a planet carrier crack fault.

View Condition

Crack-free ðl ¼ 0 mmÞ Mild (0 mm<l60 mm) Moderate (40 mm<l685 mm) Severe (85 mm<l6145 mm)

Top

Bottom

680 L. Fan et al.



Table 3 Static stress simulation conditions.

Item Content

Constraint On the top of hub

Forces 5290 N at each post, tangential direction

Material Structural steel

Crack length (mm) 0–145

Fig. 7 Shift angles of posts caused by deformation of carrier

plate (top view).

Table 4 Shift angles at each post with respect to unforced

carrier plate.

Crack length (mm)
Shift angles at each post index (�)

1 2 3 4 5

0 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17

11.15 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16

22.30 0.19 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.16

33.45 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.15

44.60 0.23 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.15

55.75 0.28 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.13

66.90 0.30 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.12

78.05 0.32 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.12

89.20 0.41 0.18 0.21 0.15 0.09

100.35 0.53 0.18 0.23 0.14 0.06

111.50 0.57 0.18 0.24 0.13 0.05

122.65 0.64 0.18 0.25 0.13 0.03

133.80 1.07 0.26 0.29 0.06 0.01

145.00 1.12 0.27 0.30 0.06 0.01
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The results of Table 4 are illustrated in Fig. 8, in which the
dashed line shows a polynomial fitting curve of Post 1.

In Fig. 8, the static simulations of the carrier plate indicate
that the shift angles do not vary linearly with respect to the
crack length. Curve of Post 1 is sensitive to the crack length

changes, while the others show narrow variations and no
apparent regularity. Based on this observation and considera-
tion of saving computational burden, a polynomial fitting

curve is proposed to simulate the shift characteristic of
Post 1, with shift angles of the others omitted.

The polynomial fitting equation is obtained as follows:

af ¼ a1l
3 þ a2l

2 þ a3l

a1 ¼ 5:313� 10�7

a2 ¼ �4:906� 10�5

a3 ¼ 2:856� 10�3

8>>><
>>>:

ð14Þ

where af is defined as the shift angle amplitude function of
Post 1, and a1, a2 and a3 are the fitting parameters.

3.3. Modeling crack’s dynamic effect

Based on above analysis, a dynamic shift angle function Dhf is
proposed to simulate the dynamic characteristics of Post 1 (the
crack location) on a running and cracked carrier plate. As

shown in Fig. 9, when the cracked carrier plate runs in a plan-
etary gear train, Post 1 has an additional angular shift Dhf
besides the identical rotation angular displacement hc with

the carrier plate and other posts, as given by

hpost1 ¼ hc þ Dhf ð15Þ
where Dhf is a periodic function with the gear train meshing
frequency xm due to the so-called breathing effect during the
gear engagement and is defined as

Dhf ¼ af 1þ sin xmt� p
2

� �h i
¼ a1l

3 þ a2l
2 þ a3l

� �
1þ sin xmt� p

2

� �h i
ð16Þ
Fig. 6 Deformation simula
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eqs. (7) and (5), we can obtain

xsp1 ¼ rbshs � rbsðhc þDhfÞ � rbphp1 � esp1ðtÞ
xspi ¼ rbshs � rbshc � rbphpi � espiðtÞ i ¼ 2;3; � � � ;N
xrp1 ¼ rbrðhc þ DhfÞ � rbphp1 � erp1ðtÞ
xrpi ¼ rbrhc � rbphpi � erpiðtÞ

8>><
>>:

ð17Þ
tion under static stress.



Fig. 8 Static shift angle curves at each post and fitting curve of

Post 1.

Fig. 9 Model of shift angle of Post 1 (top view).
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Is€hsþ ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1Þþ csp1 _xsp1

� �
rbs

þPN
i¼2

kspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞþ cspi _xspi

� �
rbs ¼TD

Ip1€hp1� csp1 _xsp1� crp1 _xrp1þksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1Þ
�

�krp1ðtÞfðxrp1;Brp1Þ
�
rbp ¼ 0

Ipi€hpi� cspi _xspi� crpi _xrpiþkspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞ
�

�krpiðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞ
�
rbp ¼ 0 i¼ 2;3; � � � ;N

Icp€hc� rbs

	
ðcsp1 _xsp1þksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1ÞÞ

þPN
i¼2

ðcspi _xspiþkspiðtÞfðxspi;BspiÞÞ



�rbr cosa ðcrp1 _xrp1þkrp1ðtÞfðxrp1;Brp1ÞÞ
�

þPN
i¼2

ðcrpi _xrpiþkrpiðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞÞ


¼�TL

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð18Þ
Substituting Eqs. (9), (12), and (17) into Eq. (18), a set of

nonlinear algebraic equations are obtained:
€xsp1 ¼ � r2
bs

Is
ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1Þ þ csp1 _xsp1

� �� r2
bs

Is

PN
i¼2

kspiðtÞfðxspi;B
�

� r2
bs

Icp
ðcsp1 _xsp1 þ ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1ÞÞ þ

PN
i¼2

ðcspi _xspi þ kspiðtÞfð
	

� rbsrbr cos a
Icp

ðcrp1 _xrp1 þ krp1ðtÞfðxrp1;Brp1ÞÞ þ
PN
i¼2

ðcrpi _xrpi þ krp

	

� r2
bp

Ip1
csp1 _xsp1 � crp1 _xrp1 þ ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1Þ � krp1ðtÞfðxrp1;
�

€xrp1 ¼ rbrrbs
Icp

ðcsp1 _xsp1 þ ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1ÞÞ þ
PN
i¼2

ðcspi _xspi þ kspiðt
	

þ r2
br
cos a

Icp
ðcrp1 _xrp1 þ krp1ðtÞfðxrp1;Brp1ÞÞ þ

PN
i¼2

ðcrpi _xrpi þ krpi

	

� r2
bp

Ip1
csp1 _xsp1 � crp1 _xrp1 þ ksp1ðtÞfðxsp1;Bsp1Þ � krp1ðtÞfðxrp1

�

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Eq. (19) can be non-dimensionalized by using a character-
istic length b0 and a characteristic frequency x0 and by
defining

x0 ¼ 2xnsxnr

xnsþxnr
; b0 ¼ Bspi ¼ Brpi

s ¼ x0t; �x ¼ x
b0

mesp ¼ msmp

msþmp
;merp ¼ mpi

xns ¼ xesp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ksp=mesp

p
xnr ¼ xerp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
krp=merp

p
ksp ¼ x2

nsmesp; krp ¼ x2
nrmerp

ks ¼ kas
ksp

; kr ¼ kar
krp

�x ¼ xm

x0

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð20Þ

Then a set of dimensionless equations can be written as
spiÞ þ cspi _xspi

�þ rbsTD

Is

xspi;BspiÞÞ



iðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞÞ


þ rbsTL

Icp
� rbsD€hf

Brp1Þ
�� €esp1ðtÞ

Þfðxspi;BspiÞÞ



ðtÞfðxrpi;BrpiÞÞ


� rbrTL

Icp
þ rbrD€hf

;Brp1Þ
�� €erp1ðtÞ

ð19Þ



€�xsp1ðsÞ ¼ � Nr2
bs

Is
þ Nr2

bs

Icp
þ r2

bp

Ip1

� �
csp1
x0

_�xsp1 þ r2
bp

Ip1
� Nrbsrbr cos a

Icp

� �
crp1
x0

_�xrp1

� r2
bs

Is
þ r2

bs

Icp
þ r2

bp

Ip1

� �
�ksp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞfð�xsp1Þ þ r2
bp

Ip1
� rbsrbr cos a

Icp

� �
�krp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞfð�xrp1Þ
� ðN�1Þr2

bs

Is
þ ðN�1Þr2

bs

Icp

� �
�ksp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞf �xsp1 þ rbsDhf
b0

� �
� ðN�1Þrbsrbr cos a

Icp
� �krp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞf �xrp1 � rbrDhf
b0

� �
þ ðN�1Þrbsr2brcrp1 cos a

Icp
� ðN�1Þr3

bs
csp1

Icp
� ðN�1Þr3

bs
csp1

Is

� �
D _�hf
x2
0

þ rbsTD

Isb0x2
0

þ rbsTL

Icpb0x2
0

� rbsD
€�hf

x2
0

� €�esp1ðsÞ
x2
0

€�xrp1ðsÞ ¼ Nrbrrbs
Icp

� r2
bp

Ip1

� �
csp1
x0

_�xsp1 þ Nr2
br
cos a

Icp
þ r2

bp

Ip1

� �
crp1
x0

_�xrp1

þ rbrrbs
Icp

� r2
bp

Ip1

� �
�ksp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞfð�xsp1Þ þ r2
br
cos a

Icp
þ r2

bp

Ip1

� �
�krp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞfð�xrp1Þ
þ ðN�1Þrbrrbs

Icp
� �ksp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞf �xsp1 þ rbsDhf
b0

� �
þ ðN�1Þr2

br
cos a

Icp

�krp1
b0x2

0

ðsÞf �xrp1 � rbrDhf
b0

� �
þ ðN�1Þrbrr2bscsp1

Icp
� ðN�1Þr3

br
crp1 cos a

Icp

� �
D _�hf
x2
0

� rbrTL

Icpb0x2
0

þ rbrD
€�hf

x2
0

� €�erp1ðsÞ
x2
0

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð21Þ

Table 5 Parameters of example planetary gear train (using

nonlinear dynamic model19).

Parameter Sun gear Planet gear Ring gear

Number of teeth 34 18 70

Module (mm) 1.5 1.5 1.5

Pressure angle (�) 21.3 21.3 21.3

Circular tooth thickness (mm) 1.895 2.585 1.844

Face width (mm) 30 30 30

Root radius (mm) 23 11.875 55
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where

�kspiðsÞ ¼ ksp 1þ 2ks
p sinð�xsÞ þ 2ks

3p sinð3�xsÞ þ 2ks
5p sinð5�xsÞ� �

�krpiðsÞ ¼ krp 1þ 2kr
p sinð�xsÞ þ 2kr

3p sinð3�xsÞ þ 2kr
5p sinð5�xsÞ� �

(

ð22Þ
�espiðsÞ ¼ Espi

b0
sinð�xsþ uspiÞ

�erpiðsÞ ¼ Erpi

b0
sinð�xsþ urpiÞ

(
ð23Þ

fð�xÞ ¼
�x� 1 �x > 1

0 j�xj 6 1

�xþ 1 �x < �1

8><
>: ð24Þ

All the derivations here are calculated with respect to the

dimensionless time s. Eq. (21) is the dimensionless nonlinear
dynamic model of a cracked planetary gear train. When l ¼ 0,
thenDhf ¼ 0, andEq. (21) becomes a crack-free dynamicmodel.

4. Comparison, solution and validation

4.1. Comparison

The predictions from a nonlinear dynamic model of Alshyyab

and Kahraman19 are used to validate the model proposed in
this paper. The validation will be done by comparing the
Fig. 10 �Fsp and �Frp predic
calculation with that of MHBM and of CDM.19 Parameters
of the example gear train are shown in Table 5.

In order to compare the model predictions with the earlier
predictions19, dimensionless dynamic mesh forces along the
action lines are also expressed as

�Fsp ¼
XN
i¼1

ð �Kspi þ �CspiÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

½�kspðsÞfð�x;BspiÞ þ cspi _�xspi�

�Frp ¼
XN
i¼1

ð �Krpi þ �CrpiÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

½�krpðsÞfð�x;BrpiÞ þ crpi _�xrpi�

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð25Þ

And the comparisons of �Fsp and �Frp are shown in Fig. 10,

respectively.
tions of three methods.
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In the calculation for comparison, several changes such as
N ¼ 4 and l ¼ 0 mm are made to fit the comparison.

The solution values for �Fsp and �Frp for three different meth-

ods (MHBM, LM, and CDM) are presented in Fig. 10. The
results are for the sun gear speed range of 0–15000 r/min. In

Fig. 10, �Fsp and �Frp predictions of LM (proposed in this paper)

are in good agreement with the CDM as well as MHBM. Not
only the resonant peak frequencies but also the overall shape

of the response curve agree well. And also, the jump disconti-
nuities and typical softening type behavior are in close agree-
ment. Although employing several simplifying assumptions,
comparisons show that the dynamic model proposed in this

paper is accurate in predicting �Fsp and �Frp.

4.2. Solution and discussion

In this section, Eq. (21) is solved numerically to demonstrate
the validity and accuracy of the dynamic model. The
Table 6 Parameters of example planetary gear train.

Parameter Sun gear Planet gear Ring gear

Number of teeth 38 47 132

Module (mm) 2.75 2.75 2.75

Pressure angle (�) 20 20 20

Face width (mm) 44 44 55

Base circle radius (mm) 49 61.2 180

Number of gears 1 5 1

Table 7 Other key parameters used in calculation.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

ksp1(109 N/m) 0.88 Espi (10 5 m) 1.0
krp1(109 N/m) 1.1 Erpi (10 5 m) 1.0
csp1(103) 4.66 Bspi (10 5 m) 1.0
crp1(103) 6.978 Brpi (10 5 m) 1.0
e 0.03 1.58
k0 (kN/mm mm) 14

Fig. 11 Vibration signal of sun gear and ring gear in t
parameters of the example gear train and other key parameters
used in the calculation are given in Tables 6 and 7.

Vibration signals in both time and frequency domains are

obtained from the solutions of the dynamic equations (see
Figs. 11 and 12).

Fig. 11 shows the time domain vibration signals of the two

gear pairs (sun/planet and ring/planet) simulated by the
dynamic model (50% torque and moderate crack fault). Each
period of carrier rotation has five peaks corresponding to five

planet gears. It can be seen clearly that sharp changes occur
when Planet gear 1 (with a crack on the root of mounting Post
1) passes by the virtual sensor. In the sun gear vibration curve
(see Fig. 11(a)), there is an apparent decrease in amplitude, as

well as an increase in ring gear vibration curve (see Fig. 11(b)).
Fig. 12 shows a series of vibration curves of sun gear and ring
gear in frequency domain respectively. The carrier rotation fre-

quency and gear meshing frequency are quite prominent in this
figure. Asymmetrical sideband components, resulting from
sidebands suppression and modulation, are also visible around

the two key frequencies.
Amplitudes of Planet gear 1 in two gear pairs (sun/planet

and ring/planet) with different carrier crack lengths with sev-

eral different torque values are presented in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13 show that once a crack occurs at a carrier plate post,

the sun gear vibration amplitude will sharply decrease, due to
the local stiffness variation around the crack; while the ampli-

tude of ring gear vibration will increase as the crack length
increases, no matter how the torque changes. Tendencies of
vibration amplitude variations become more apparent when

curves of different torques are overlaid on the single figure
(see Fig. 14).

Feature curves in Fig. 14 reveal the trends of vibration

amplitudes caused by Planet gear 1 (at 5 multiples of carrier
rotation frequency) in two gear pairs which vary with respect
to the crack length under different torques. The feature curve

of sun gear does not vary linearly with respect to the crack
length, however, that of ring gear varies linearly.

Furthermore, the total response of the gearbox will be more
valuable in application. As shown in Fig. 15, the total response

curve is obtained by adding the vibration amplitude of sun
gear to that of ring gear, as both of them are induced by the
crack fault, and have the same feature frequency, 5 multiples

of carrier rotation frequency.
Curves in Fig. 15 show good linearity not only with respect

to crack length, but also to torque values. Based on this, the
ime domain (50% torque and moderate crack fault).



Fig. 13 Gear pairs vibration caused by Planet gear 1.

Fig. 12 Vibration curves of sun gear and ring gear in frequency domain (50% torque and moderate crack fault).
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amplitude of total response at 5 multiples of carrier rotation

frequency can be chosen as the feature value for the diagnosis
of the crack fault in a planetary carrier plate.

4.3. Validation

An ANSYS� Workbench (AW) simulation is chosen as a
comparison with the prediction of the dynamic model

proposed in this paper, because some restrictions make exper-
iment not be completed temporarily. In mechanical engineer-
ing, random vibration is motion which is non-deterministic,

meaning that future behavior cannot be precisely predicted.
The randomness is not the mode shapes or natural
frequencies, but a characteristic of the excitation or input.

ANSYS� Workbench random vibration analysis enables
researchers to determine the response of structures to vibration
loads that are random in nature. In this paper, a random

vibration analysis is carried out to simulate the response
of cracked planetary gear train to the gears meshing
vibration excitation. The simulation conditions are shown in

Table 8.
The random vibration analysis is carried out with software

ANSYS� Workbench and the total response amplitude at 5
multiples of carrier rotation frequency is obtained. A

comparison between the prediction of the dynamic model
and that of ANSYS� Workbench is illustrated in Fig. 16.



Fig. 15 Total response curve.

Fig. 14 Feature curves of crack fault.

Table 8 ANSYS� Workbench simulation conditions.

Parameter Value

Software ANSYS� Workbench

Version V15.0

Object Planetary gear train with a cracked

carrier

Analysis Random vibration analysis

Mesh size Default

Mesh method Automatic

Material Structural steel

Input Sun gear

Output Planetary carrier

Fixed support Ring gear

Load torque (%) 25/50/75/100

Carrier plate rotation speed

(r/min)

350

Sun gear rotation speed

(r/min)

1568

Planet gear rotation speed

(r/min)

982

Crack length (mm) 0–145

Fig. 16 Prediction comparison between dynamic model (DM)

and ANSYS� Workbench (AW).
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Fig. 16 shows the comparison between the prediction of the
dynamic model and that of ANSYS� Workbench. Curves in
Fig. 16 illustrate the good agreement between two value sets
and the values under high torque agree with each other even
better than the low torque ones.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a nonlinear dynamic model to simulate
torsional vibration of a planetary gear train with a cracked pla-
net carrier plate. The model takes into consideration nonlinear

factors such as the time-varying meshing stiffness, gear back-
lash, viscous damping, and angular shift of posts, in simulating
the effects of a planet carrier plate crack on the dynamic char-

acteristics of the planetary gear train. Comparison of model
behavior with reference data shows good accuracy of the
model for predicting dynamic characteristics of a planetary

gear train. The research results indicate that vibration signals
of both gear pairs (sun/planet and ring/planet) in dynamic
model exhibit noticeable variations in amplitudes at the

cracked post (Post 1 in this paper). The signals of crack are
apparent and easily detectable in both time and frequency
domains. Fault features extracted from these variations indi-
cate the length and location of a planet carrier crack clearly.
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The research also finds that asymmetrical sideband compo-
nents occur in proximity to the carrier rotation frequency as
well as meshing frequency. Their effect is not clear and a com-

prehensive investigation on that topic is scheduled to be part of
the future work.
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